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 Email or phone was not a requirement, the only requirement was to not provide a name and to use a sufficiently unique ID. The
methodology is therefore non-anonymous. The system makes a number of conservative assumptions about the identity of the

user: The email address is assigned to a person who has provided a unique identifier. Email addresses do not themselves contain
any information about a user’s identity. Email addresses are not shared or transferred from one computer to another It is
unlikely that the same user has multiple email addresses. It is unlikely that the same person has multiple identifiers. On a

personal level, we may not be entirely comfortable with this assumption. However, the reality is that we trust email address
providers more than we trust our personal memories. So, while the user may not necessarily be identified, email is effectively
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assumed to be a robust identifier. When we say the user is identified, we are referring to the fact that the user has a unique
identifier in their account. Because we are not providing a name for the user, we cannot currently contact them to confirm their
identity. The user’s email address is not stored, and is not being transmitted over the internet. In fact, we are not identifying a
person at all, we are only identifying an email address (username), which is not very personal data. 4. Registration and login
During registration, the user supplies their email address, birth date, country and gender, so that we can validate the user’s

account. We can also validate their ID against the National Insurance number database for example. In this way we can
determine if there is a person registered with the same email address and birth date. Using the information the user supplies, we

can then assign a user ID and username. To maintain user privacy, email addresses cannot be made publicly available, but the
user’s ID is accessible to anyone who registers with us, and can therefore be used to link a user’s ID to their email address. 5.

Public and private data In addition to any user-generated content that we collect, we also store publicly-available data to help us
understand our users and to support our performance requirements. These include, but are not limited to: We may also create

additional data in the future. 6. Use of cookies We use cookies to store non-identifiable information about the user’ 82157476af
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